
 
                                                     IP2CM™ Migration
ImagePlus to Content Manager Migration Utility 

Think It Through 
So, you’ve decided to move your organization to Content
Manager… What about the metadata and integration work
you’ve spent so much time and money perfecting? At
SYSCOM, we know your business depends on how users
and applications leverage technology. That’s why we offer an
ImagePlus to Content Manager Migration Utility (IP2CM™).
Now, all your metadata can make the transition to Content
Manager without loss or corruption, and SYSCOM can help to
ensure that dependant business applications don’t get
"broken" in the process. 

Why Use IP2CM™? 
 
While IBM offers a migration
utility with Content Manager, it is
designed only for standard
FAF/FWA customers and is not
easily customizable without
assistance. If your organization
uses a custom front-end for
ImagePlus, you are faced with a
choice… You can either put in
considerable effort rebuilding
your metadata from scratch in
Content Manager, or you can
employ a more powerful
migration utility. With SYSCOM's
IP2CM™ organizations can rest
assured that the metadata, which
is so vital to your work, will
transition to Content Manager
smoothly and intact.   

Migration Process 
 
PHASE ONE – Pre-Migration 
Assessment 
 
Before we get our hands dirty
moving your metadata, we must be
sure we understand your system
fully. To that end, SYSCOM, with
your help, will put together a Pre-
Migration Assessment Report.   
 
PHASE TWO - Migration 
 
When the Pre-Migration
Assessment Report is complete,
the migration can begin. First, we
prepare Content Manager to
receive the metadata. Next we
extract the metadata from
ImagePlus. We then process the
metadata as necessary, before
loading it into Content Manager.
Finally, we validate the migration to
ensure that no errors were
reported. 
 
PHASE THREE – Post-Migration 
Assessment 
 
Once the migration has been
performed, we will demonstrate the
success of the migration, and
confirm that the results are in line
with expectations. 
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High Volume,  
Low Risk 
 
IP2CM™ is capable of migrating
roughly 1 million documents per
hour.  With this benchmark, you
have the option of migrating your
metadata all at once, or in
phases, with minimal interruption
to your users or processing
capability. 
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